Cocktails
Pornstar Martini Glass
Pornstar Martini Partini
Draught Pornstar Martini Glass
Draught Pornstar Martini Partini
Cheeky V Glass
Cheeky V Gumball
Cheeky V Partini
Sex on the Beach Glass
Sex on the Beach Partini
Venom Gumball

Stonegate Pub Company Ltd works to ensure that the ingredient information in this table is accurate. Allergy data detailed in the table has been derived from specifications obtained from the suppliers of the
products.
Whilst we have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that this table is accurate, we cannot guarantee that the product is 100% free from the unintentional presence of allergens arising as a result of crosscontamination.
Drinks which have a ‘tick’ include ingredients with this allergen intentionally present.
Drinks which have an ‘M’ include ingredient(s) which are produced in a factory with this allergen present and our suppliers believe there is a significant risk of cross contamination (May Contain).
Due to the seasonal nature of wine products; harvest variation and vintage changes can mean that the allergens in wines have the potential to change throughout the year and from one vintage to the next, it is
recommended to always check the bottle.
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Lupin

Sulphur dioxide/sulphites
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Macadamia nut or Queensland nut
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Oats

Barley

Rye

Kamut (Wheat)

Spelt (Wheat)

Wheat

Dish Name

Cereals containing Gluten :

Popworld & Music Bars June 2021 - Allergen Information

Cocktails Continued
Violet Disco Glass
Violet Disco Gumball
Violet Disco Partini
Woo Woo Glass
Woo Woo Partini

Bombs
Beach Bomb
Fire Bomb
Jager Bomb
Paradise Bomb
Pornstar Bomb
Skittle Bomb

Stonegate Pub Company Ltd works to ensure that the ingredient information in this table is accurate. Allergy data detailed in the table has been derived from specifications obtained from the suppliers of the
products.
Whilst we have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that this table is accurate, we cannot guarantee that the product is 100% free from the unintentional presence of allergens arising as a result of crosscontamination.
Drinks which have a ‘tick’ include ingredients with this allergen intentionally present.
Drinks which have an ‘M’ include ingredient(s) which are produced in a factory with this allergen present and our suppliers believe there is a significant risk of cross contamination (May Contain).
Due to the seasonal nature of wine products; harvest variation and vintage changes can mean that the allergens in wines have the potential to change throughout the year and from one vintage to the next, it is
recommended to always check the bottle.
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Spelt (Wheat)

Wheat

Cereals containing Gluten :

Dish Name

White Wine
Echo Falls White
Echo Falls, Chardonnay 187ml
Verdejo-Macabeo, El Zondaz

Rose Wine
Echo Falls Rose
Echo Falls, White Zinfandel 187ml
Tempranillo Rose, El Zondaz

Red Wine
Echo Falls Red
Echo Falls, Merlot 187ml
Tempranillo, El Zondaz

Stonegate Pub Company Ltd works to ensure that the ingredient information in this table is accurate. Allergy data detailed in the table has been derived from specifications obtained from the suppliers of the
products.
Whilst we have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that this table is accurate, we cannot guarantee that the product is 100% free from the unintentional presence of allergens arising as a result of crosscontamination.
Drinks which have a ‘tick’ include ingredients with this allergen intentionally present.
Drinks which have an ‘M’ include ingredient(s) which are produced in a factory with this allergen present and our suppliers believe there is a significant risk of cross contamination (May Contain).
Due to the seasonal nature of wine products; harvest variation and vintage changes can mean that the allergens in wines have the potential to change throughout the year and from one vintage to the next, it is
recommended to always check the bottle.
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Cereals containing Gluten :

Dish Name

Prosecco
Bottega
Vinuva Prosecco
Vinuva Rosato Prosecco

Champagne
Lanson Black Label Brut
Lanson Brut Rose

Vodka
Absolut Citron
Absolut Kurrant
Absolut Lime
Absolut Mandarin
Absolut Mango
Absolut Original

Stonegate Pub Company Ltd works to ensure that the ingredient information in this table is accurate. Allergy data detailed in the table has been derived from specifications obtained from the suppliers of the
products.
Whilst we have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that this table is accurate, we cannot guarantee that the product is 100% free from the unintentional presence of allergens arising as a result of crosscontamination.
Drinks which have a ‘tick’ include ingredients with this allergen intentionally present.
Drinks which have an ‘M’ include ingredient(s) which are produced in a factory with this allergen present and our suppliers believe there is a significant risk of cross contamination (May Contain).
Due to the seasonal nature of wine products; harvest variation and vintage changes can mean that the allergens in wines have the potential to change throughout the year and from one vintage to the next, it is
recommended to always check the bottle.
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Cereals containing Gluten :

Dish Name

Vodka Continued
Absolut Pear
Absolut Raspberri
Belvedere
Belvedere 1.75L illuminated
Ciroc Apple
Ciroc French Vanilla
Ciroc Mango
Ciroc Pineapple
Ciroc Red Berry
Ciroc Snap Frost
Ciroc White Grape
Ketel One
Smirnoff Green Apple
Smirnoff Raspberry
Smirnoff Red Label
Smirnoff Vanilla

Stonegate Pub Company Ltd works to ensure that the ingredient information in this table is accurate. Allergy data detailed in the table has been derived from specifications obtained from the suppliers of the
products.
Whilst we have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that this table is accurate, we cannot guarantee that the product is 100% free from the unintentional presence of allergens arising as a result of crosscontamination.
Drinks which have a ‘tick’ include ingredients with this allergen intentionally present.
Drinks which have an ‘M’ include ingredient(s) which are produced in a factory with this allergen present and our suppliers believe there is a significant risk of cross contamination (May Contain).
Due to the seasonal nature of wine products; harvest variation and vintage changes can mean that the allergens in wines have the potential to change throughout the year and from one vintage to the next, it is
recommended to always check the bottle.
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Cereals containing Gluten :

Dish Name

Gin
Edinburgh Elderflower
J.J. Whitley Violet
Beefeater Peach & Raspberry
Boe Passionfruit Gin
Boe Peach Hibiscus Gin Liqueur
Gordon's London Dry
Gordon's Pink Gin
Gordon's Sicilian Lemon
Gordon's White Peach
Hendricks
Malfy Rosa
Tanqueray
Tanqueray Blackcurrant Royale
Tanqueray Flor De Sevilla

Stonegate Pub Company Ltd works to ensure that the ingredient information in this table is accurate. Allergy data detailed in the table has been derived from specifications obtained from the suppliers of the
products.
Whilst we have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that this table is accurate, we cannot guarantee that the product is 100% free from the unintentional presence of allergens arising as a result of crosscontamination.
Drinks which have a ‘tick’ include ingredients with this allergen intentionally present.
Drinks which have an ‘M’ include ingredient(s) which are produced in a factory with this allergen present and our suppliers believe there is a significant risk of cross contamination (May Contain).
Due to the seasonal nature of wine products; harvest variation and vintage changes can mean that the allergens in wines have the potential to change throughout the year and from one vintage to the next, it is
recommended to always check the bottle.
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Cereals containing Gluten :

Dish Name

Gin Continued
Tanqueray No. 10
Verano Lemon
Verano Passionfruit
Verano Watermelon
Whitley Neill Raspberry
Whitley Neill Rhubarb & GInger

Rum
Dead Man's Fingers Hemp No CBD
Dead Man's Fingers Pineapple
Captain Morgan Dark
Captain Morgan Spiced
Havana Club 3-year-old
Havana Club 7-year-old

Stonegate Pub Company Ltd works to ensure that the ingredient information in this table is accurate. Allergy data detailed in the table has been derived from specifications obtained from the suppliers of the
products.
Whilst we have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that this table is accurate, we cannot guarantee that the product is 100% free from the unintentional presence of allergens arising as a result of crosscontamination.
Drinks which have a ‘tick’ include ingredients with this allergen intentionally present.
Drinks which have an ‘M’ include ingredient(s) which are produced in a factory with this allergen present and our suppliers believe there is a significant risk of cross contamination (May Contain).
Due to the seasonal nature of wine products; harvest variation and vintage changes can mean that the allergens in wines have the potential to change throughout the year and from one vintage to the next, it is
recommended to always check the bottle.
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Cereals containing Gluten :

Dish Name

Rum Continued
Kraken Black Spiced
Malibu
Red Leg Caramelised Pineapple
Sailor Jerry
Wray & Nephew White Overproof Rum

Whiskey
Bell's Blended Scotch
Bulleit
Jack Daniel's
Jack Daniels Honey
Jameson
Johnnie Walker Black Label

Stonegate Pub Company Ltd works to ensure that the ingredient information in this table is accurate. Allergy data detailed in the table has been derived from specifications obtained from the suppliers of the
products.
Whilst we have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that this table is accurate, we cannot guarantee that the product is 100% free from the unintentional presence of allergens arising as a result of crosscontamination.
Drinks which have a ‘tick’ include ingredients with this allergen intentionally present.
Drinks which have an ‘M’ include ingredient(s) which are produced in a factory with this allergen present and our suppliers believe there is a significant risk of cross contamination (May Contain).
Due to the seasonal nature of wine products; harvest variation and vintage changes can mean that the allergens in wines have the potential to change throughout the year and from one vintage to the next, it is
recommended to always check the bottle.
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Cereals containing Gluten :

Dish Name

Brandy
Courvoisier VS
Courvoisier VSOP
Three Barrels

Tequila
Cazcabel Coffee
Cazcabel Honey
Olmeca Altos Plata
Olmeca Altos Reposado
Olmeca Blanco
Olmeca Reposado

Stonegate Pub Company Ltd works to ensure that the ingredient information in this table is accurate. Allergy data detailed in the table has been derived from specifications obtained from the suppliers of the
products.
Whilst we have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that this table is accurate, we cannot guarantee that the product is 100% free from the unintentional presence of allergens arising as a result of crosscontamination.
Drinks which have a ‘tick’ include ingredients with this allergen intentionally present.
Drinks which have an ‘M’ include ingredient(s) which are produced in a factory with this allergen present and our suppliers believe there is a significant risk of cross contamination (May Contain).
Due to the seasonal nature of wine products; harvest variation and vintage changes can mean that the allergens in wines have the potential to change throughout the year and from one vintage to the next, it is
recommended to always check the bottle.
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Cereals containing Gluten :

Dish Name

Sambuca
LaMosca Classic Sambuca
LaMosca Liquorice Liqueur
LaMosca Raspberry Liqueur
Luxardo Limoncello

Herbal
Jagermeister
Jagermeister Cold Brew

Shots
Fireball
Sourz - Apple
Sourz - Cherry

Stonegate Pub Company Ltd works to ensure that the ingredient information in this table is accurate. Allergy data detailed in the table has been derived from specifications obtained from the suppliers of the
products.
Whilst we have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that this table is accurate, we cannot guarantee that the product is 100% free from the unintentional presence of allergens arising as a result of crosscontamination.
Drinks which have a ‘tick’ include ingredients with this allergen intentionally present.
Drinks which have an ‘M’ include ingredient(s) which are produced in a factory with this allergen present and our suppliers believe there is a significant risk of cross contamination (May Contain).
Due to the seasonal nature of wine products; harvest variation and vintage changes can mean that the allergens in wines have the potential to change throughout the year and from one vintage to the next, it is
recommended to always check the bottle.
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Cereals containing Gluten :

Dish Name

Shots Continued
Sourz - Passion Fruit
Sourz - Rainbow
Sourz - Raspberry

Stand Alones
Aperol
Archers
Angel's Peach Schnapps
Baileys
Blend Passion Fruit Liqueur
Campari
Chambord
Disaronno Amaretto
Drambuie
Kahlua
Marie Brizard Triple Sec

Stonegate Pub Company Ltd works to ensure that the ingredient information in this table is accurate. Allergy data detailed in the table has been derived from specifications obtained from the suppliers of the
products.
Whilst we have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that this table is accurate, we cannot guarantee that the product is 100% free from the unintentional presence of allergens arising as a result of crosscontamination.
Drinks which have a ‘tick’ include ingredients with this allergen intentionally present.
Drinks which have an ‘M’ include ingredient(s) which are produced in a factory with this allergen present and our suppliers believe there is a significant risk of cross contamination (May Contain).
Due to the seasonal nature of wine products; harvest variation and vintage changes can mean that the allergens in wines have the potential to change throughout the year and from one vintage to the next, it is
recommended to always check the bottle.
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Cereals containing Gluten :

Dish Name

Stand Alones Continued
Midori
Tia Maria
Southern Bomb

Port
Cockburn's

Post-Mix
Classic Coca-Cola
Coca-Cola Zero Sugar
Diet Coke
Schweppes Lemonade

Minerals - Fridge
Fanta Orange
Sprite Zero Sugar

Stonegate Pub Company Ltd works to ensure that the ingredient information in this table is accurate. Allergy data detailed in the table has been derived from specifications obtained from the suppliers of the
products.
Whilst we have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that this table is accurate, we cannot guarantee that the product is 100% free from the unintentional presence of allergens arising as a result of crosscontamination.
Drinks which have a ‘tick’ include ingredients with this allergen intentionally present.
Drinks which have an ‘M’ include ingredient(s) which are produced in a factory with this allergen present and our suppliers believe there is a significant risk of cross contamination (May Contain).
Due to the seasonal nature of wine products; harvest variation and vintage changes can mean that the allergens in wines have the potential to change throughout the year and from one vintage to the next, it is
recommended to always check the bottle.
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Cereals containing Gluten :

Dish Name

Minerals - Fridge Continued
Appletiser
Bottlegreen Elderflower Sparkling Pres
Bottlegreen Raspberry Lemonade Presse
Bottlegreen Rhubarb & Ginger Presse
Coca-Cola
Coca-Cola Zero Sugar
Diet Coke
Hartridges Apple & Mango
Hartridges Apple & Raspberry
Hartridges Orange & Passion Fruit
J2O Apple & Mango
J2O Apple & Raspberry
J2O Orange & Passion Fruit
Strathmore Sparkling
Strathmore Still

Stonegate Pub Company Ltd works to ensure that the ingredient information in this table is accurate. Allergy data detailed in the table has been derived from specifications obtained from the suppliers of the
products.
Whilst we have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that this table is accurate, we cannot guarantee that the product is 100% free from the unintentional presence of allergens arising as a result of crosscontamination.
Drinks which have a ‘tick’ include ingredients with this allergen intentionally present.
Drinks which have an ‘M’ include ingredient(s) which are produced in a factory with this allergen present and our suppliers believe there is a significant risk of cross contamination (May Contain).
Due to the seasonal nature of wine products; harvest variation and vintage changes can mean that the allergens in wines have the potential to change throughout the year and from one vintage to the next, it is
recommended to always check the bottle.
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Cereals containing Gluten :

Dish Name

Minerals Dispense - Ambient
Schweppes Blackcurrant Cordial
Schweppes Lime Cordial
Schweppes Orange Cordial

Juice
Sunpride Cranberry Juice
Sunpride Orange Juice
Sunpride Pineapple Juice

Energy
Red Bull
Red Bull Sugarfree
Red Bull Tropical
Red Bull Tropical Sugar Free
Red Bull Watermelon

Stonegate Pub Company Ltd works to ensure that the ingredient information in this table is accurate. Allergy data detailed in the table has been derived from specifications obtained from the suppliers of the
products.
Whilst we have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that this table is accurate, we cannot guarantee that the product is 100% free from the unintentional presence of allergens arising as a result of crosscontamination.
Drinks which have a ‘tick’ include ingredients with this allergen intentionally present.
Drinks which have an ‘M’ include ingredient(s) which are produced in a factory with this allergen present and our suppliers believe there is a significant risk of cross contamination (May Contain).
Due to the seasonal nature of wine products; harvest variation and vintage changes can mean that the allergens in wines have the potential to change throughout the year and from one vintage to the next, it is
recommended to always check the bottle.
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Cereals containing Gluten :

Dish Name

Mixers & Juices
Schweppes 1783 GInger Ale
Big Tom
Coca-Cola Signature Mixer - Smoky Note
Coca-Cola Signature Mixer - Spicy
Coca-Cola Signature Mixer - Woody
Fever Tree Ginger Ale
Fever Tree Italian Blood Orange Soda
Schweppes 1783 Crisp Tonic Water
Schweppes 1783 Cucumber Tonic Water
Schweppes 1783 Light Tonic Water
Schweppes Bitter Lemon
Schweppes Canada Dry Ginger Ale
Schweppes Ginger Beer
Schweppes Russchian Pink Soda

Stonegate Pub Company Ltd works to ensure that the ingredient information in this table is accurate. Allergy data detailed in the table has been derived from specifications obtained from the suppliers of the
products.
Whilst we have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that this table is accurate, we cannot guarantee that the product is 100% free from the unintentional presence of allergens arising as a result of crosscontamination.
Drinks which have a ‘tick’ include ingredients with this allergen intentionally present.
Drinks which have an ‘M’ include ingredient(s) which are produced in a factory with this allergen present and our suppliers believe there is a significant risk of cross contamination (May Contain).
Due to the seasonal nature of wine products; harvest variation and vintage changes can mean that the allergens in wines have the potential to change throughout the year and from one vintage to the next, it is
recommended to always check the bottle.
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Cereals containing Gluten :

Dish Name

Mixers & Juices Continued
Schweppes Slimline Tonic
Schweppes Tonic Water

Cocktail Mix
Funkin Passion Fruit Martini Cocktail

Packaged Lager
Becks 4%
Budweiser
Corona
Heineken

Packaged World Lager
Budvar
Estrella Damm
San Miguel

Stonegate Pub Company Ltd works to ensure that the ingredient information in this table is accurate. Allergy data detailed in the table has been derived from specifications obtained from the suppliers of the
products.
Whilst we have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that this table is accurate, we cannot guarantee that the product is 100% free from the unintentional presence of allergens arising as a result of crosscontamination.
Drinks which have a ‘tick’ include ingredients with this allergen intentionally present.
Drinks which have an ‘M’ include ingredient(s) which are produced in a factory with this allergen present and our suppliers believe there is a significant risk of cross contamination (May Contain).
Due to the seasonal nature of wine products; harvest variation and vintage changes can mean that the allergens in wines have the potential to change throughout the year and from one vintage to the next, it is
recommended to always check the bottle.
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Cereals containing Gluten :

Dish Name

Packaged World Lager Continued
Asahi
Birra Moretti
Desperados
Peroni

Packaged Ale & Stout
Fullers London Pride NRB
Newcastle Brown
Old Speckled Hen NRB
Sharps Doom Bar

Packaged Craft
Fourpure Juicebox Citrus IPA
Goose Island IPA
Innis & Gunn The Original Oak Aged Bee
Pabst Blue Ribbon

Stonegate Pub Company Ltd works to ensure that the ingredient information in this table is accurate. Allergy data detailed in the table has been derived from specifications obtained from the suppliers of the
products.
Whilst we have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that this table is accurate, we cannot guarantee that the product is 100% free from the unintentional presence of allergens arising as a result of crosscontamination.
Drinks which have a ‘tick’ include ingredients with this allergen intentionally present.
Drinks which have an ‘M’ include ingredient(s) which are produced in a factory with this allergen present and our suppliers believe there is a significant risk of cross contamination (May Contain).
Due to the seasonal nature of wine products; harvest variation and vintage changes can mean that the allergens in wines have the potential to change throughout the year and from one vintage to the next, it is
recommended to always check the bottle.
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Cereals containing Gluten :

Dish Name

Packaged Craft Continued
Stewart Brewing First World Problems
Yeastie Boys Bigmouth Can
Beavertown Gamma Ray
Brewdog Elvis Juice
Brewdog Punk IPA
Brooklyn Lager
Camden Hells
Sierra Nevada Pale Ale
Tiny Rebel Clwb Tropicana Can

Packaged Cider
Magners Original NRB
Old Mout Berries & Cherries
Old Mout Kiwi & Lime
Old Mout Pineapple & Raspberry

Stonegate Pub Company Ltd works to ensure that the ingredient information in this table is accurate. Allergy data detailed in the table has been derived from specifications obtained from the suppliers of the
products.
Whilst we have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that this table is accurate, we cannot guarantee that the product is 100% free from the unintentional presence of allergens arising as a result of crosscontamination.
Drinks which have a ‘tick’ include ingredients with this allergen intentionally present.
Drinks which have an ‘M’ include ingredient(s) which are produced in a factory with this allergen present and our suppliers believe there is a significant risk of cross contamination (May Contain).
Due to the seasonal nature of wine products; harvest variation and vintage changes can mean that the allergens in wines have the potential to change throughout the year and from one vintage to the next, it is
recommended to always check the bottle.
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Lupin

Sulphur dioxide/sulphites

Sesame

Mustard

Celery

Peanuts

Macadamia nut or Queensland nut

Pistachio nut

Brazil nut

Pecan nut

Cashew nut

Walnut

Hazelnut

Almonds

Tree Nuts :

Milk

Soybeans

Eggs

Molluscs

Crustaceans

Fish

Oats

Barley

Rye

Kamut (Wheat)

Spelt (Wheat)

Wheat

Cereals containing Gluten :

Dish Name

Packaged Cider Continued
Old Mout Strawberry & Pomegranate
Rekorderlig Apple
Rekorderlig Mango & Raspberry
Rekorderlig Passion Fruit
Rekorderlig Pear
Rekorderlig Strawberry & Lime
Rekorderlig Wild Berries

Low, No & Free From
Brewdog Punk AF Can
Brooklyn Special Effect NRB
Adnams Ghost Ship
Brewdog Nanny State
Heineken 0%

Stonegate Pub Company Ltd works to ensure that the ingredient information in this table is accurate. Allergy data detailed in the table has been derived from specifications obtained from the suppliers of the
products.
Whilst we have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that this table is accurate, we cannot guarantee that the product is 100% free from the unintentional presence of allergens arising as a result of crosscontamination.
Drinks which have a ‘tick’ include ingredients with this allergen intentionally present.
Drinks which have an ‘M’ include ingredient(s) which are produced in a factory with this allergen present and our suppliers believe there is a significant risk of cross contamination (May Contain).
Due to the seasonal nature of wine products; harvest variation and vintage changes can mean that the allergens in wines have the potential to change throughout the year and from one vintage to the next, it is
recommended to always check the bottle.
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Crustaceans

Fish

Oats
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Rye

Kamut (Wheat)

Spelt (Wheat)

Wheat

Cereals containing Gluten :

Dish Name

Low, No & Free From Continued
Old Mout Berries & Cherries 0.05%
Old Speckled Hen, Gluten Free
Peroni Gluten Free
Rekorderlig Strawberry & Lime 0%

Ready to Drink
Crabbies Ginger Beer
Smirnoff Ice
WKD Berry
WKD Blue
WKD Iron Brew
WKD Mango Crush
WKD Orange & Passionfruit
WKD Passion Fruit
WKD Pink

Stonegate Pub Company Ltd works to ensure that the ingredient information in this table is accurate. Allergy data detailed in the table has been derived from specifications obtained from the suppliers of the
products.
Whilst we have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that this table is accurate, we cannot guarantee that the product is 100% free from the unintentional presence of allergens arising as a result of crosscontamination.
Drinks which have a ‘tick’ include ingredients with this allergen intentionally present.
Drinks which have an ‘M’ include ingredient(s) which are produced in a factory with this allergen present and our suppliers believe there is a significant risk of cross contamination (May Contain).
Due to the seasonal nature of wine products; harvest variation and vintage changes can mean that the allergens in wines have the potential to change throughout the year and from one vintage to the next, it is
recommended to always check the bottle.
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Cereals containing Gluten :

Dish Name

Draught
Amstel
Carling
Estrella
Guinness
San Miguel
Strongbow
Strongbow Dark Fruit

Stonegate Pub Company Ltd works to ensure that the ingredient information in this table is accurate. Allergy data detailed in the table has been derived from specifications obtained from the suppliers of the
products.
Whilst we have taken all reasonable steps to ensure that this table is accurate, we cannot guarantee that the product is 100% free from the unintentional presence of allergens arising as a result of crosscontamination.
Drinks which have a ‘tick’ include ingredients with this allergen intentionally present.
Drinks which have an ‘M’ include ingredient(s) which are produced in a factory with this allergen present and our suppliers believe there is a significant risk of cross contamination (May Contain).
Due to the seasonal nature of wine products; harvest variation and vintage changes can mean that the allergens in wines have the potential to change throughout the year and from one vintage to the next, it is
recommended to always check the bottle.
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